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Statement of Purpose:
The International
Association of Attunement
Practitioners is a non-profit
organization dedicated to
bringing the spiritual art
of Attunement into the
world. This healing work
places emphasis on the 7
endocrine glands as apertures
for connection of the invisible
forces from Source with visible
form. Through teaching,
certifying and supporting
the practice of Attunement,
we honor the presence of
the Creator and extend the
blessing of Life.

d

At the Board retreat
in May, I was nominated
as the next president
of IAAP. I am deeply
honored to accept this
role knowing full well the important place
Attunement holds as a part of the energetic
blood stream of the world.
In review of the last 10 years, IAAP has
matured under the consistent leadership of
Chris Jorgensen, (6 ½ years), Andrew Shier
(3 ½ years) and other wonderful board
associates. The lineage of their respective
leadership styles has allowed an expansion
of the scope of Attunement. Through their
teachings, writings and living example, many
have been welcomed into a deeper sense
of inner being. I have been Vice President
during these years and have had the privilege
of sharing in the development of IAAP as
it has flourished, along with other sacred
energy teachings, some we have never heard
of. The world is a better place because of
this one larger Loving current of wisdom
and blessing.
As Andrew steps away from the current
presidential responsibilities I would like to
mention some areas where his efforts have
expanded the influence of Attunement. His
interconnectedness with the Attunement
Guild, providing leadership in co-sponsored
retreats, encouraging participation in the
IAAP scholarship fund, bringing the
awareness of Attunement into the business
world and at the core of academia are
some examples. Attunement is needed and
welcomed everywhere; this, to me, is what
Andrew’s transparent and gentle nature has
provided.

In our own unique ways, let us all continue
on this path of nurturing one another and
respecting this beautiful planet we share our
lives with. For many reasons, I am grateful
for the increased openness to the Creator that
is available for everyone.
h

Ms. Vice President

Liz Turner recently accepted her nomination
on the IAAP board as Vice President. Her
clear perspective, in many ways, has been a
valuable asset in our board considerations.
She has an impressive way of consolidating
thoughts and feelings and helping them to
land concisely in a solid place. For a board,
making decisions and taking action steps is
a process that becomes clear over time and
can be challenging. Liz’s natural ability in
these matters has made the way easier and
fun. Among other important contributions,
the Vice President’s role is simply to hold a
space of encouragement and enthusiasm. Liz
is the obvious one to play this part for the next
cycle. Thank you Liz, and welcome.

Welcome, Tom Hansen

We have recently welcomed Tom Hansen
from the Kansas City, MO area onto the
Board. He has assisted us with several
projects over the years, and it became obvious
that his generous presence would benefit the
IAAP community as we move forward. The
Board is a reflection of members adding their
talents to the vitality of Attunement. We are
excited to have Tom working with us and
appreciate the expertise he brings.
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WORKING WITH ESSENCES – RHYTHM by Andrew Shier, Hancock, NH
In his description of Attunement, Uranda
speaks of alignment in the body, mind,
and heart with the forces of Life from
Source. These forces, in my experience,
are the pulsation of essences that flow out
from the undimensional into the heaven of
our consciousness. They are subtle and fine in nature and,
therefore, require in us as human beings a still and tranquil
place within in order to perceive their presence. Once being
perceived, they have opportunity to take root in us and
manifest through a specific process of incarnation.
The first stage of perception is not one characterized by an
intellectual understanding and knowing, nor is it rational. It
is marked by a quality of “tone” and is perceived at the level
of heart and feeling. It is a phase of trusting our capacity of
intuition and “gut feeling” and of not allowing the coarser
inquisitive forces of the mind to interfere. The spirit and
energy of the Womb provided through the aperture of the
pituitary gland is dominant. Remembering that these essences
are delicate in nature, attention is placed on providing an
atmosphere that is simply quiet and at peace, a safe place for
essences to begin to take root. Soon, the forces of mind are
turned and a light of understanding begins to dawn as to the
intent/purpose of these essences. It is here that more of
an action phase is initiated and care is required to move with
assurance and confidence. Why? At this point there seems
to be a force in the human world that wishes to throw up as
many road blocks as possible and seeks to abort or circumvent
that which is in process to be born of the forces from Life.
Here is the ego coming out of hiding because it knows that if
these essences are allowed their birth, it means the end of its
influence. It seeks to wage war. Herein lies the great secret and
understanding of one who knows: the power required to bring
these delicate essences into form or manifestation is inherent
in the very essences themselves. Being that they originate in
the undimensional level of Source, there is no power that is
greater. There is simply not a war to wage. Symptoms of
such an encounter, in my experience, are the presence of an
energy that is characterized by pushing, shoving, cajoling,
and a lot of sweat, and energy being drained and dissipated.
In this regard, I do not feel that there is an energy shortage
on our planet, but simply a lack of understanding of how to
let the energy that is present and in abundance be released in
alignment with Source.
Having recently made a trip to Oregon to share Attunement
with a friend working with cancer, my understanding of these
things deepened. First, I felt compelled to go and be with him
regardless of the fact that it made no rational sense relative to

my schedule, finances, and other factors. Tonally, it rang true.
Our Attunement times together allowed me an experience of
Love not previously known – hard to put into words. During
my time there, an interesting twist occurred. Because I have
several friends in the area, a few called to ask me over for a
meal and visit. I found myself saying no. My perception at
the time is that it would have provided a small release valve
for a power that had guided my journey and sustained it thus
far in our Attunement times. Remembering that this awesome
power is inherent in the essences themselves, it was easy to
stay in a flow that was precise while being joyful and serene.
My friends understood.
Attunement with Source opens before us a world of rhythm
enabling us to live with direct conscious awareness of how
being, my being, incarnates moment by moment. Yes, there
are forces at work that don’t seem interested in you and I
being the Creator Beings which we are. Wisdom affords
us the understanding to acknowledge these forces. It also,
in no uncertain terms, declares that Love will have its way
h
through me.

“Where The Mind is Without Fear”
Where the mind is without fear and the head is
held high;
Where knowledge is free;
Where the world has not been broken up into
fragments by narrow domestic walls;
where words come out from the depth of truth;
Where tireless striving stretches its arms
towards perfection;
Where the clear stream of reason has not lost
its way into the dreary desert sand of
dead habit;
Where the mind is led forward by thee into everwidening thought and action -Into that heaven of freedom, my Father, let my
country awake.
Rabindranath Tagore
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CALL to PRAYER
In the recently completed Practitioner’s
Course in Kansas City, we had a discussion
on the subject of prayer and its importance in daily life.
Prayer is a vast subject and uniquely individual, sacred and
intimate to each person. Prayer is defined in many ways
and can have a different meaning within various cultures.
It can be a means of communication with the Creator - for
some it is forgiveness (Christianity), for some it is obedience
(Islam) and for others it is a way to develop compassion for
all living beings (Buddhism). Many have asked me about my
experience of prayer. Here is a brief description of what I
do each morning.
I offer four levels of prayer each day before beginning my
Attunement radiation. I don’t follow any particular routine or
use a certain set of words. Each day is unique. Many times
after giving conscious expression in prayer, I sit quietly in
love and communion until I internally sense the urge to go
forward into the day.

I – Identity in the human form
sLevel
I hold the life-pattern of Chris between my hands as I
open the Attunement process. Daily prayer at this level is
worship that begins through the conscious expression of
love, thanksgiving, and the deep yearning for union with
my Being, my Beloved, my Father, which created this body,
mind, spiritual expression and feeling realm. There is no
other purpose than to be in union. My vessel is filled with
a joyful exuberance for the experience of life today - to see,
smell, hear, taste, and touch creation. The mind is humbled
by the ability to think and to speak words of rejoicing. The
feelings sense and intuit the divine presence of Me such that
the sacred vessel is left without any form of utterance as the
heart is overfilled with gladness. The life-pattern is balanced,
smooth, vibrant and engaged.
“Truly I tell you, if you have faith the size of a mustard seed,
you will say to this mountain, ‘Move from here to there,’ and
it will move; and nothing will be impossible for you.” Jesus,
Matthew 17-20
“A monk who is skilled in concentration can cut the
Himalayas in two.” Buddha, Anguttara Nikaya 6.24

II – Identity in Being
sLevel
I am the Creator. I observe the body, mind, spiritual
expression and feeling natures. I bless with life and enfold
with love, the projection of Myself in the world of time and
space. Let there be assurance of my Presence in feeling and
spiritual expression. Let the realization of my Light guide
the words and thoughts articulated in mind. Let the physical
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by Chris Jorgensen, Gladstone, MO
body be renewed and empowered by the wonder of my Life.
“The revelation of Myself is holy. Mine is the glory to be
reflected by the world which I create.”

III – Identity in the Archangelic Body
sLevel
I express my abiding and eternal radiance in union with and
in acknowledgment of the focus of Love in the sacred project
called Earth. Love is All; All is Love. Joy, Awe, and Glory
is revealed by our collective Body of Being, the Archangelic
Body, where an unbreakable oneness holds together the
unending lines of creation in this celestial home amongst the
stars. May the living radiance and purpose of this glorious
Body of Being fill every atom in every corner of the planetary
house. I AM the ocean. I AM the air. I AM the earth. I AM
the fire. Let no human institutions, no forms of human selfgovernance, no edifices of human worship remain. I AM.

IV – Identity in THE ONE
sLevel
Let the Light of the Archangelic Body brightly shine the
eternal union of Being into the heaven of the solar system,
that the sun and moon, and each planetary body of our
greater solar home may be blessed with Our Radiation. Great
CREATOR OF ALL, The ALMIGHTY, The EXALTER,
The ALL THAT IS, we acknowledge the pulses of THY
Radiation and Light as it unfolds through the Universe.
“And when he had opened the seventh seal, there was silence
in heaven about the space of half an hour” Revelation 8:1
Although the Body of Being is vast, we know something
of its intimacy with our closer, conscious friends on Earth.
h
Let us be together in prayer and Attunement.

Attunement Practitioner’s course
with Chris Jorgensen in
Kansas City, MO
left to right: Chris Ashner,
Monica Miller,
Jessica Brandmeyer,
Carleen Shatto, Chris Jorgensen
Attunement Practitioner’s Course
with
Andrew Shier and Peri Chickering
in Hancock, NH
Front row, left to right:
Andrew Shier, Katherine Morse,
Jan Vanderwood
Second row, left to right:
Patti Ennis, Peri Chickering,
Laurel Blanine, Jean Govatos
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THE ROLLER COASTER RIDE
TO MASTERY
by Christine Kenyon, Kansas City, MO
At one point at the beginning of my Attunement journey,
I was roundly scolded for saying that my aim was to learn
Attunement so that my life would “work.” The scolder’s
assumption was that I wanted to learn Attunement so that
I could accumulate good “stuff ” and eliminate problems.
In fact, what I meant was that I was searching for a closer
connection to the Divine (which happens to be my definition
of what makes life work).
For more than 10 years, Attunement has been my path, and
what a ride it’s been! Part party, part grand quest, part soap
opera, elating, fascinating, maddening, frustrating enough
at times to make me want to reconsider my choice to avoid
alcoholic beverages. In one of my early classes it was said
that living the Attunement lifestyle would cause upheavals in
many aspects of my life – prophetic words. Along the way I’ve
found companions who gave my spirit wings, and betrayals
that tore at the core of my soul. But just as yin needs yang
for balance, and light can’t be seen properly without dark,
it all contributed to my reaching the place of Attunement
Master.
To me, that place is the place of union. For more years than
I care to acknowledge, I tried to find the Divine out there,
in here, in every and any conceivable “where” someone told
me to look, only to realize (finally) that there is no “where”
involved at all. Instead the realization has come that I and
the Creator are truly one – one energy stream with both a
physical and a non-physical manifestation. Reverend Michael
Beckwith of the Agape International church in Los Angeles
likens humans to the rays of the sun. Even though the ray
of the sun that strikes the earth is millions of miles from
the source from which it extends, both are the same energy.
Similarly, the crest of a wave may briefly be separate from the
ocean as it breaks toward the shore, but the wave is still the
same substance as the ocean and still completely connected
to it. So too, in my understanding, are we physical extensions
of that Being who is our true Self; the same energy, the same
intelligence, the same substance, the same creative force.
The journey to this place has not been dull, but it’s a journey
that has brought me to a place of great peace, self-acceptance
and self-love, in the best sense. Is my life “working” now, in
the sense that was assumed I meant so long ago? Well, George
Clooney hasn’t asked for my phone number, I don’t have a
million dollars in the bank (yet), and the only size 10 article
of clothing I can fit into is a shoe. Is it working in the way
that I originally intended, in the ways that matter? Absolutely.
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The connection with the Divine is now in my awareness in a
way it never was before, and as I wrote above, that is what I
believe makes life work.
I would like to express appreciation to those teachers
(intended and unintended) who have helped me find this place
of union. It wasn’t always pleasant or easy, but I believe it
was all necessary. And I’d like to say a special “thanks” to my
mentor, Joseph Antell. There is a Yiddish word “mensch”
that means someone with character and a sense of honor, a
stand-up kind of guy. Joseph, thanks for being a mensch.h

MY Journey WITH
ATTUNEMENT

by Patti Ennis, Hancock, NH
My journey with Attunement started in the fall of 2008.
Andrew Shier was teaching an introductory Attunement class
that I was not able to attend. I was, however, able to attend
his Tai Chi class where I heard several of the other Tai Chi
students talking about the Attunement class. I spoke with
Andrew after class and he was gracious enough to give me a
private lesson. I received my first Attunement, and learned
some basic techniques. I found this very fascinating. Thanks
Andrew!
I had been looking at several different alternative healing
modalities because my son, Jason, has a TBI (Traumatic Brain
Injury) and the medical world seemed to have reached their
limits as far as helping him recover.
I started the Attunement Practitioner’s Training on
December 13, 2008. As the months went by, our group
experienced many exciting things. We shared stories each time
we met and tried to put words to the feeling we experienced
from Attunement. It was amazing!
In March, my youngest daughter, Cailin, and I went to see
my son, Jason, planning to take him out for awhile; however,
the weather changed rapidly and we were forced to stay at
the rehabilitation center. We found a glass walkway between
buildings and chose to stop at some soft chairs to relax. I
then asked Jason if he would like to share an Attunement with
me and he agreed. I proceeded to do the endocrine system
as well as the long-bone technique while Cailin read a sports
magazine to her brother. As I swept out his body, I felt a
real change in Jason, but still continued with the cervicals and
then swept out the head. I walked around his wheelchair to
see how he was doing and found that he looked very different.
I first thought I might be seeing things, so I asked Cailin to
look at him and she, too, saw the change in him. As we stood
there looking at him, we both noticed the texture of his skin
...continued on page 5
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was changed, almost glowing, his eyes were so alive! Jason
has been non-verbal since his accident in 2001, but he had a
smile on his face that told me he had a positive experience
with the Attunement.
I did not know the depth that the Attunement reached until
a few weeks latter when Jay had a visit with his Neurologist.
Jason had been getting Botox shots around his neck every 3-4
months to help with the spastic muscles that keep pushing
his head forward and to the left. The Doctor examined him
and said that Jay did not need the shots and to come back
in a month for another check-up. We took Jay back in May
and were told, again, that no Botox was needed and to make
another appointment for August. That will be 6 months
without Botox. Jay has been holding his head up better and
is able to keep it up longer than before; and we have seen
improvements in his eating and swallowing as well.
Even though I am at the beginning of my Attunement
journey, I have been blessed so very much. I look forward
to more enlightenment and to experiencing the flow from
Source expand in our lives.
h

What you are looking for is who is looking.
St. Francis of Assisi
h

You don’t tell the quality of a master by the size
of his/her crowds.
Richard Bach
h

Men are not free when they are doing just what
they like....Men are only free when they are doing
what the deepest self likes. And there is getting
down to the deepest self! It takes some diving.
D.H. Lawrence
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GOING WITH THAT LITTLE
NUDGE CAN MAKE ALL THE
DIFFERENCE (In going with the Flow)

by Barbara Hall, Hancock, NH
It was the 4th of July, 1991 and I was on the ferry to
Nantucket with my two friends, Cara and Jenny for a “mom’s
weekend away.” I said to them that I was wondering what type
of job I could find in the fall since my children were all going
to be in school. Jenny suggested that I find a job in a book
store as I loved to read to the children and volunteered often
in the school library. I thought that might be a good idea, but
after that moment didn’t give it another thought.
Several weeks later I was downtown (after having been at
the beach) wandering around, killing time while my daughter
was taking swimming lessons at the YMCA. Suddenly the
thought came to me that I should go into the bookstore and
apply for a part time job. Quickly my thinking, reasoning brain
said, “You can’t apply for a job in a bathing suit!” I still had
my suit on from the beach under a tee shirt and shorts. There
was even sand still clinging to my legs and arms.
As I continued to walk up the street, I had a two way
conversation with myself. Next thing I knew I was in the
bookstore waiting my turn to speak with the sales clerk. I
hadn’t noticed that a gentleman had walked in behind me
and was also waiting. Since there were two clerks I was able
to speak to one while the gentleman spoke to the other. I
asked if there would be any part time work available in the
fall. Unbeknownst to me, the gentleman was asking if they
knew of anyone who wanted part-time work because he
needed help in his store.
Simultaneously, both clerks looked at each other and
pointed their fingers, one toward me and the other toward
the gentleman. We looked at each other and he signaled me
with his finger to follow him. So without words, I followed
him out of the bookstore, down the street and into his store,
an antiquarian, out-of-print bookshop. He sat down at the
table and said to me, “So, you want a part-time job?”
A job, friendships, another job (at a maritime museum,
which was my most favorite job even to this day) and other
similar events morphed out of that day. I wonder what would
have been if I hadn’t followed the voice that told me to go
into the bookstore despite the bathing suit.
I have often used the events of that day to remind me to
listen, listen, and to continue to listen and trust the voice from
within. Some people I know now would most likely say that
I was in the flow on that summer day in 1991.
I have things in my head that are not what anyone has taught me….
shapes and ideas so near to me……so natural to my way of being and
thinking……I decided to start anew. ~ Georgia O’Keefe
h
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ROLE OVER AND DANCE!
I’ve been experiencing a new kind of
spaciousness within myself. Outwardly, I
find I want to release many possessions,
even and especially those items that have
been with me the longest or have been
passed down to me in my family. The
connection I’ve felt with such things
has felt newly vacant, stifling, or cumbersome. This was
unexpected yet welcomed! I’ve enjoyed a deeper letting go
of the outdated and impeding physical forms in my life.
With the clearing out of things has come a loosening in
my thinking “cap” as well! There’s more space between me
and the thoughts running through. I see the assumptions,
expectations, and attitudes that have either been inherited or
picked up along the way and I know I have a choice about
keeping them.
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by Pamela Mosley, Conway, AR
My experience is that as room is made available, inside
and out, radiance expands to fill it. My attention lifts, my
heart capacity grows wider, and my cells awaken to greater
aliveness. “Fitting in” shifts from holding back out-of-bounds
impulses to opening to the movement of Life with ever greater
abandon, trusting the Flow through me will find its place in
a larger design of Life.
I have recognized that I create places and spaces for
transformation in my Attunement practice and community
h
activities; and I see how that begins with me!
I’m glad to be part of a new women’s anthology called Conscious
Choices: An Evolutionary Woman’s Guide to Life with an essay entitled
“Who Do You Think You Are?” Copies are available through me at
pmosley@truetothelightwithin.com or http://evolutionarywomen.org/.

ADVANCED ATTUNEMENT CLASS
June 6 & 7, 2009

by Elizabeth Doucette, Kittery Point, ME
What a beautiful setting for Chris and Donna Jorgensen’s
Advanced Attunement class! The Victorian Inn Bed and
Breakfast in Hampton, NH was bright, cheerful and open.
The topic of Chris and Donna’s presentation was the opening
of the seven seals. A little of the jazz tradition came along with
them from Kansas City. Their presentation was alternating
solos, but made me think of jazz terms like “trading fours.”
In the days after the class, reflecting on the collective
consciousness and the opening of the SEVEN seals, I thought
of this great tune from the 50’s that The Crests recorded
called, “Step by Step.” The lyrics claim that there are seven
steps to true romance: “First step, a sweet hello. Second step,
I’m all aglow. Third step, we have a date. Fourth step, we
stay out late. Fifth step, I walk you home. Sixth step, we’re
all alone. Seventh step, we take a chance, one kiss and true
romance.” This is what Chris and Donna spoke of as what
happened or would happen as the seals open. The first seal,
patterns of agreement shared. Second seal, bringing form
to the essence of who you are. Third seal, light emerging,
people begin to see that there is more to the world than just
you. Fourth seal, making the space to co-create with others.
Fifth seal, generating the pneupmamaplasm of union, delicate
sacred substance. Sixth seal, generating an atmosphere of
peace. Seventh seal, connection to everything beyond; the
restoration of consciousness complete. It’s fun to think that
this knowledge in the collective consciousness of the opening
of the seals could show up in a pop song.

During the class, Donna played some African rhythms
on the “juke box” that we danced to. We listened to Bobby
McFerrin singing the 23rd Psalm and did a very moving
exercise where you really could see the being of your partner
and beyond. After I left the class behind, I noticed my daily
practice of Attunement had changed; it was even more
prominent in my life and turned up several notches. I’ve been
noticing new patterns, plants, animals, weather patterns and
the sweetest thing to me is that I have been really enjoying,
with new eyes and greater love, relationships I notice around
me. The Chris and Donna duo co-created an enriching and
h
stimulating experience for us all.

Advanced Attunement Class with Chris & Donna Jorgensen, Hampton, NH
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Attunement and the Cell Part 3
by Nancy Lankston, RN, CST
Overland Park, KS

In Part 2 of Attunement and the Cell,
we looked at how the pineal gland and
cell membrane share similar functions.
We also examined pituitary function and how it aligns with
the endoplasmic reticulum within each cell. And we noted
how our beliefs about the world and our choices can impact
our life in physical form.
Today our journey reaches the neck, where head meets heart
and rational thought intertwines with emotion. Here lies the
thyroid gland. The thyroid controls metabolism; how the
body uses its energy and which forms (proteins) are created
and used within the tissues of the body. Proteins are the basic
building blocks for our physical body.
Within each cell proteins are created within structures called
Ribosomes, then packaged up for use in the Golgi Complex.
Fats and sugars are also created within each Golgi Complex.
Here our genetic potential becomes physical reality one
molecule at a time. But who or what decides the form we will
actually take? At this level our beliefs about how empowered
we are affect both the thyroid and the Golgi Complexes within
each cell. Are we able to be ourselves and speak our unique
truth? Can we express our emotions in a balanced way? Or
do we play it safe, acting and speaking the way we think we
are “supposed” to act? We physically become what we believe
on a cellular level, creating our life one choice at a time. The
choice is always the same. Will we choose to align with the
energy of being, the energy of love?
Finally we arrive at the heart level; the bridge between
heaven and earth, spirit and form. The thymus nestles on
top of the heart and seeks purification. Immune functions
are the job of the thymus. In its position on top of the heart,
the thymus accesses information from all tissues of the body
via the blood. The thymus rejects the other, the foreign
substances and keeps our vessel, the body pure and healthy.
Within each cell the lysosomes and peroxisomes perform
purifying functions; lysosomes locate and destroy viruses,
bacteria and other foreign substances. Peroxisomes chemically
neutralize toxic substances within each cell.
Paradoxically, illness and infection may also be a healing
event, a positive life-changing force. For example a viral illness
such as Chronic Fatigue Syndrome can push a person to stop
chasing material success and take the time to slow down and
discover what their spirit is crying out for. Illness can actually
be the avenue Spirit uses to help us face and release our fears so
that we can align with our true energy of being. The thymus,
ideally guided by our divine energy of being, chooses which

“foreigners” to let in and which to exclude, just as our heart
chooses who to connect with.
Perhaps the purifying functions of the thymus and cellular
peroxisomes are only necessary because we live in separation
and do not understand our connection to the rest of life.
Because we still believe we are impure and less than whole,
requiring purification. What will we become when we learn
to let go of generations of shame and fear and live from a
place of Love as eternal spiritual beings temporarily housed
in physical form? What will human life look like when we
remember how to radiate love through every pore of this
miraculous human form? Ancient texts speak of human
hearts glowing so brightly with love that their chests glowed
with light. The energies of being are powerful and vast;
perhaps one day our entire bodies will glow with the energy
of being that sources us all.
Our journey through the endocrine system and the cell
ends at the heart. May this journey inform and inspire your
practice of Attunement.
h

SPIRIT IN THE WIND

by Joe Antell, Sr., Gladstone, MO

Spirit is like the wind. You cannot see
Spirit. You can see, hear and feel the
results of the action of Spirit.
Years ago I remember being at the
beach in New England, enjoying the salt
air blowing on me and knowing how salt
has a healing quality to it. The same wind is experienced by
many others, realizing that we are all connected by the Spirit
of the wind. Think about all those sail boats that depend
on the winds to go to their destinations - Columbus many
years ago.
Sometimes in the morning I sit in my backyard working with
those in need on my Attunement radiation list. Sending energy
as I respond to the invitation written in the wind that is coming
from the north and east, moving to the countryside, city, and
beyond, I am sending the Spirit of blessing and healing to
those who are in my thoughts at this time. The blessing is
received as they inhale and are thankful for the energy of the
action of the Spirit of the wind.
hh
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IAAP 2009 Events Calendar & Announcements
August 1
Portsmouth, NH
Attunement Initiation with Andrew Shier and Liz Turner.
Contact Liz at 603-433-3359.

December 19-20
Hancock, NH
Attunement Practitioner’s Course, class #4 with Andrew Shier
and Peri Chickering.

August 4, 5:30 - 8:00 PM
Fort Collins, CO
Attunement Radiation Gathering with Joseph Antell and Vicki
Barbour. Call Vicki for location: 303-304-0006

January 9-10
Hancock, NH
Attunement Practitioner’s Course, class #5 with Andrew Shier
and Peri Chickering.

August 30 - September 6
Selma, IN
Attunement Class/Intensive with Chris and Donna Jorgensen at
Oakwood Retreat Center, Contact Chris and Donna at
816-221-7123.
September 8, 5:30 - 8:00 PM
Fort Collins, CO
Attunement Radiation Gathering with Joseph Antell and Vicki
Barbour. Call Vicki for location: 303-304-0006
September 19-20
Hancock, NH
Attunement Practitioner’s Course, class #1 with Andrew Shier
and Peri Chickering.
September 29
Independence, MO
Attunement Initiation with Gary & Sandy Ragan
816-350-9985
October 6, 5:30 - 8:00 PM
Fort Collins, CO
Attunement Radiation Gathering with Joseph Antell and Vicki
Barbour. Call Vicki for location: 303-304-0006
October 17, 10 AM - 5:30 PM
Kansas City, MO
IAAP Annual Event. For more information, contact
Chris Jorgensen at 816-221-7123.
October 24-25
Hancock, NH
Attunement Practitioner’s Course, class # 2 with Andrew Shier
and Peri Chickering
November 7
Kansas City, MO
Attunement Initiation with Chris & Donna Jorgensen
816-221-7123
November 18
York, ME
“Attunement and Field Dynamics” with Andrew Shier
November 21-22
Hancock, NH
Attunement Practitioner’s Course, class #3 with Andrew Shier
and Peri Chickering.
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IMPORTANT:
If you have a healthcare problem, please seek the advice and care
of an appropriately licensed health-care provider. The information in
this newsletter is intended to be educational and informational only.

Those wishing to choose email delivery,
please contact Tom Hansen at
tom@living-arts.com

d
All articles for the next newsletter issue due by October 15, 2009
Articles and photos are always welcome pertaining to your
living experience of Attunement.
Please send submissions via e-mail to Andrew Shier at ashier@myfairpoint.net

